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changes at large scale and presented a clusteringbased approach for mining convergent evolutionary trajectories. An empirical study of 2,840
projects was conducted, and six distinct clusters
of dockerfile evolutionary trajectories were found.
Furthermore, each cluster was summarized, accompanied by case studies, and the differences
between different clusters were discussed. The
proposed approach quantifies distinct dockerfile
evolution modes and reflects the learning curves
of project maintainers, and this benefits future
project maintenance. Also, the proposed approach
is generic and can be used for the study of general
infrastructure configuration file evolution.
Dockerfile overview. A dockerfile2) is a text document that contains all the commands a user could
call on the command line to assemble a Docker image [3]. Users can create an automated build that
executes several command-line instructions in succession by using a docker build. Docker has provided multiple types of instructions for use in dockerfiles (see Appendix A in the supporting information for details). Docker runs the instructions in a
dockerfile in order and treats lines that begin with
“#” as a comment. A dockerfile must start with a
FROM instruction, specifying the base build. Other
parts are then added on top of the base one [4], and
each instruction represents one layer in a Docker
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Dear editor,
Docker1) , as a de-facto industry standard [1], enables the packaging of an application with all
its dependencies and execution environment in a
light-weight, self-contained unit, i.e., containers.
By launching the container from Docker image, developers can easily share the same operating system, libraries, and binaries [2]. As the configuration file, the dockerfile plays an important role,
because it defines the specific Docker image architecture and building orders [3]. As a project progresses through its development stages, the content of the dockerfile may be revised many times.
This dockerfile evolution is indicative of how the
project infrastructure varies over time, and different projects can exhibit different evolutionary
trajectories. However, projects with similar goals
and needs may converge to more similar trajectories than more disparate projects. Identifying software projects that have undergone similar changes
can be very important for the discovery and implementation of the best practices when adopting
new tools and pipelines, especially in the DevOps
software development paradigm. The potential to
implement the best practices through the analysis of the dockerfile evolutionary trajectories motivated this work.
This research studied dockerfile longitudinal

* Corresponding author (email: yangzhang15@nudt.edu.cn)
1) https://www.docker.com/
2) https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/
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Where h was the bandwidth, computed by the
cross-validation least-squares function.
After
smoothing, a new evolutionary vector was ob0
0
0
0
tained, Sp = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }. On average, the
R-Squared coefficient for each Kernel regression
model is 0.85 (median is 0.95) in our study.
• Step-3: Resampling. Next, one-dimensional
linear interpolation [7] was used to resample our
data, which returns one-dimensional piecewise linear interpolants to a function with given values at
discrete data-points. For a given xr , the value of
sˆr is computed by the following:
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image. Thus, the size of a dockerfile (number of
lines) can reveal the size and complexity of the
corresponding Docker image.
To meet the requirements of project development, the content of a dockerfile may be modified
at different stages by project maintainers. These
changes over time are called the Dockerfile evolution. E.g., during a previous stage, the owner
inutano of project inutano/wpgsa-docker added a
USER instruction and new python scripts to the
initial dockerfile. However, during the later stage,
he just updated the plugin’s wPGSA version, e.g.,
“0.2.0 ”→“0.3.0 ”. Thus, these changes reflect the
dockerfile evolution, and the changes depend on
the practices in individual projects. During the
preliminary data gathering of more than 57,000
projects from Docker Hub, nearly 70% of them
had changed their dockerfile at least once. In addition, over 5,000 projects changed their dockerfile
more than 10 times.
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Where (xi , si ) and (xj , sj ) represent two known
points in our smoothed data, and the xr is represented in the interval (xi , xj ). For each project
n
. Thus, afp, its resampling interval is set as 20
ter resampling, each project has a 20-dimensional
vector ({sˆ1 , sˆ2 , ..., sˆ20 }) that characterizes its evolutionary trajectory. Since different projects may
have different dockerfile scales, each project’s vector value was normalized for comparison.
• Step-4: Clustering. Finally, the well known
K-means algorithm [8] was used to cluster our
dockerfile scale evolutionary trajectory vectors. Kmeans stores k centroids used to define clusters. A
point is in a cluster if it is closer to that cluster’s
centroid than any other centroid. Based on the
initial set Ŝ = {Sˆ1 , ..., Ŝi , ..., SˆN }, Ŝi ∈ R20 (N is
the total number of projects), and a fixed positive integer, k, K-means can converge to a set of
k cluster centroids, C = {C1 , C2 , .., Ck } in R20 , by
minimizing the “K-means cost”:
X
ΦS (C) =
min ||Si − Cj ||2 .
(3)
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Our approach.
This research proposed a
clustering-based approach that defined the dockerfile scale as the number of valid command lines of
the dockerfile without blank lines and comments.
The proposed approach consists of four steps.

0

si ∗ (xj − xr ) + sj ∗ (xr − xi )
sˆr =
xj − xi
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• Step-1: Preprocessing. Initially, A number of
projects with different dockerfile versions were imported. For each dockerfile, its scale was computed
after removing blank lines and comments. Then,
for project p with n dockerfile versions, the scale
of the i-th version was defined as si , and the evolutionary trajectory of project p’s dockerfile was
represented by the vector Sp = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }.
• Step-2: Smoothing. The Kernel regression
smoothing [5] was used to reduce the noise in
the original dockerfile evolutionary vectors. Traditional parametric estimation methods may not
capture all evolutionary trajectories with a limited mathematical formula, but Kernel regression
is a non-parametric linear smoother that can reduce noise by estimating the conditional expectation of a random variable. For each dockerfile scale
si in project p, a tuple vector was constructed,
(xi , si ), i = 1, .., n; xi = i. For the smoothing, our
goal was to estimate r with some function r̂, so
that si = r(xi ) + i , i = 1, ..., n. The Gaussian
kernel was used to define the kernel function as
2
K(x) = √12π exp( −x
2 ).
Then, the function r̂ of kernel regression [6] was
defined as follows:
Pn
K( xih−x )
r̂(x) = Pi=1
(1)
n
xi −x ∗ si
i=1 K( h )

Si ∈S

Cj ∈C

Afterwards, each Si (i ∈ N ) was marked with a
specific cluster label, i.e., Cluster-j (j ∈ k).
Our results. Data from two communities Docker
Hub3) and GitHub4) were obtained (see Appendix
B in the supporting information for details). Before performing our approach, the heatmap of the
Dockerfile scale evolutionary trajectories of 2,840
projects was drawn (see Figure B1). By observing
the color change trends, six clusters with significant differences were found. Thus, the number
of clusters was set as k=6 in our K-means clustering process. After clustering all the projects’
evolutionary vectors, we marked each project as
belonging to one of the six categories (C1∼C6).

3) https://store.docker.com
4) https://github.com
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For each cluster, the dockerfile scale variation
supporting information for details).
curves of samples were drawn and case studies on
Conclusion. This research studied the dockrandomly selected projects were conducted to valerfile evolution in Docker projects and proposed
idate the clusters. After our manual analysis, the
a clustering-based approach for mining dockerspecific paradigms describing the evolution trajecfile evolutionary trajectories that reveal projects
tories of the six clusters were summarized, as folof similar stages and goals. After performing
lows (see App. C in the supporting information
an empirical study on 2,840 projects, six notable
for details).
paradigms of the dockerfile scale evolutionary tra[C1] Increasing and holding. This cluster comjectories were obtained. Through case studies,
prises 21.8% of the projects. In this paradigm,
each paradigm was summarized in detail. Our apdevelopers added new instructions or new settings
proach benefits future and current Docker project
to the dockerfile in early periods. However, afmaintenance by providing a discrete characterizater reaching to a certain size, they just updated
tion of dockerfile scale evolution over many exthe basic environment variables or changed the loisting projects, thus allowing co-localization of
cation of instructions. Thus, the dockerfile scale
similar projects. Also, the proposed approach is
stayed stable.
generic and can be used to study general infras[C2] Constantly growing. This cluster comtructure configuration file evolution.
prises 31.6% of the projects. In this paradigm,
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